MIT rejects $20m in loans

(Continued from page 1)

Loan Program. The Institute has found that the possibility of default on a loan increases with the length of the payment period, Wagman said. Since the program does not lend to graduate students, Wagman said, effectively half of the MIT student body would have been eliminated from the program.

We looked at all of these issues and decided that participation in the MCSLA program would not be in our best interests," Wagman said.

The MCSLA sold tax-exempt bonds to fund its program. If the terms in future bond issues are more favorable, the Institute may participate, Wagman said.

The MCSLA has a total of $20,000,000 to lend, the authority announced. Schools participating in the program include Bentley College, Boston College, Boston University, Harvard University and Simmons College.

LSC cancels "Deep Throat"

(Continued from page 1)

"let," said Stephen D. Immerman, assistant dean for student affairs, residence and campus activities. "We became concerned when the possibility of arrests became real. The movie had been ruled obscene before, and the outside police were aware of the film's showing."

"There is a large group on campus, including many employees which treat MIT as their community, of leaders and ten percent of editors, placed fourth for campus problems. They're concerned about the possibility of arrests becoming real.

DaCosta noted that "Deep Throat" had already been shown at MIT before. "Over 2500 people trudged through three feet of snow during the blizzard of '78 to see the movie."

"Something is definitely wrong when we show "Star Wars" at MIT and people complain," commented a LSC worker.
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Unemployment, student aid cuts worry leaders

(Continued from page 2)

A survey released this week showed that by four percent of student government leaders and thirteen percent of newspaper editors, placed fourth for campus problems.

The remaining campus problems cited were poor relations between students and administration, the need to strengthen academics, that student government should be stronger, and declining enrollment.
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